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1. Basic Assumptions 
This paper submits a theory of the so-called jugler cycle. The ques-
tions to be discussed are the behaviors of the price-level, real output, and 
capital accumulation throughout the cycle. The theory is 'macro-dynamic' 
because it deals with such aggregative concepts as the price-level and output 
as a whole, and the inter-temporal relationships of various variables come into 
the analysis in an essential way. The theory is non-linear, because changes 
in the functional shape of investment is taken into consideration. Compared 
with other non-linear macro-dynamic theories such as the Hicks-Goodwin 
type or the Kalecki-Kaldor type of theories, the following theory has two 
distinct characteristics. 
In the first place, it tries to some extent to dig iiIto the theory of firms 
and incorporate it into the theory of economic fluctuations. Most of macro-
dynamic theories left out the theories of entrepreneurial behavior and began 
their analyses with the variables in the market. Many criticisms on the recent 
works by Mr. Harrod and Professor Hicks seem to center around this short-
coming of their theories. I t is humbly hoped that the following discussion 
will cast some light on these controvertial problems. It may be of some 
interest to note that the following theory seems to have some theoretical 
similarities to rather old theories of Professors Robertson and Mitchell. 
In the second place, we shall proceed throughout the assumption of 
pure competition; that is to say, we shall almost always neglect the influence 
on supply which may arise from calculations made by sellers about the in-
fluence on prices of sales they make themselves. (Similarly for demand.) It 
is under this assumption that the price-level rather than demands plays a 
great role in our analysis. 
In the following theory, we take as data ( i) the growth of population, 
* The author is assistant professor of Economics at Wakayama University. This paper was 
originally written as a part of his doctoral dissertation at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology in 1953. 
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(ii) the natural resources in the economic system, (iii) technology, (iv) the 
economic organization of production and distribution, (v) expectations. 
The effects of the changes in ( i), (ii), (iii), and (v) will be discussed to 
some extent in the following analysis. To simplify the following discussion, 
we assume that all the prices except the wage rate (w) and the rate of 
interest (r) change proportionally so that we can discuss in terms of the 
general price-level (1'). 
2. The Fundamental Equation of The Price Variation 
We assume that the· price-level changes proportionally to the excess 
demand for the aggregated commodities. The Demand consists of Consump-
tion (C) and Investment (1), and the Supply is assumed to be the current 
real output (y). These assumptions lead to the following Fundamental Equa-
tion of the Price Variation, which is the very basis of the following analysis; 
namely. 
(1) p,p' = C + 1-y, (p, > 0) 
where C and I are real consumption and investment ex-ante, and p, is the 
reciprocal of the so-called price-flexibility.') 
If there is Autonomous Demand in consumption and investment, it is 
theoretically more convenient to separate them from the rest of consumption 
and investment. Let us assume that there is Autonomous Consumption but 
no Autonomous Investment. The latter will be brought into our discussion 
in later sections. For the exponential growth of population, we can assume 
that Autonomous Consumption increases in proportion to population. Let-
ting C stand for the rest of Consumption, Eq. (I ) becomes: 
(1.1) p,p' = C + I +Ae,,,-y. 
Here two things are to be noted: (i) the adjustment of inventories to 
the price-level or output is entirely ignored, (ii) Investment here is Gross 
Investment in Fixed Capital only so that Investment in Working Capital 
and Liquid Capital will be left to the later discussions. Then y is more 
like real G. N. P. 
3. Consumption and The" Income Period" 
The real consumption function is assumed to be a linear function of 
Real Income and the price-level; that is, 
(2) C = ay - bp. 
where a is the marginal propensity to consume and b IS a coefficient indi-
1) cr. P. A Samuelson, Foundations Of Economic Analysis, 1943 
O. Lange, Price Flexibilitj! and Employment, 1945 
L. A. Metzler, "Stability of Multiple Markets: The Hicks Conditions," Econometrica, XIII 
(1945), pp. 272-292. 
D. Patinkin, «Price Flexibility and Full Employment," AER, Vol. 28 1948, pp. 543-564. 
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cating the price effect on consumption. It may be assumed that 0.5<a<1 
and 0 < b. In order to incorporate this consumption function into the fol-
lowing analysis, some remarks are necessary as for the realization of dis-
posable income and the behavior of consumers with respect to the price 
level. 
As for the mechanism of distribution and spending, we may think that 
entrepreneurs distribute their earnings in sales after some time- "The 
Distribution Lag "-, and receivers of such remunerations, now as consumers, 
spend their incomes also after some time- "The Expenditure Lag." The 
sum of these two lags, as we call the" Income Period," will be noted by h.1l 
Investigations by some economists seem to confirm that h can safely be 
assumed around three months or even shorter. Taking calendar years as 
our unit of time, h is, say, 0.15 _ 0.3.2 ) 
As for the reaction of consumers to the price change, we assume that 
they react simultaneously or spontaneously to the change in the price-level. Thus, 
Consumption function can more properly be written as 
(2.1) C=aYh-bp, 
where y" is real income at time, t-h and disposable at time t. 
It may be interesting to note a possible interpretation of -bp, because 
of the inclusion of this term, C in (2.1) is not only the schedule of consump-
tion but also may well be regarded as the realized consumption. For con-
sumers plan to spend as much as ay"-bp,, without expecting any change in 
the price-level but can only purchase as much as ay,,-bp; hence, the differ-
ence -b (P-Ph) is the forced savings if (P-P,,) > 0 or the forced dissavings if 
(P-P,,) < 0 so that it is not improper to think that C is the realized con-
sumption as well as the schedule of consumption. We shall take throughout 
the following analysis this interpretation of our consumption function. Another 
1) This income period should not be confused with the Robertsonian Income VeIocity Period 
which is merely the reciprocal of the income velocity of money and has littl~ to do with 
the income period. Professor Goodwin's attempt to combine the velocity period with the 
multiplier does not seem to be justified. 
R. M. Goodwin, "The Multiplier," in New Economics, ed. by S. Harris, p. 488. Set also 
A. H. Hansen, Fiscal Policy and Business Cycles, 1941 pp. 268-271. 
D. H. Robertson, Banking Policy and The Price Level, 1949 (1st. ed. 1926), pp. 59-70. 
D. H. Robertson, Essays in Monetary Theory, 1940, pp. 117-121. 
2) cf. L. A. Metzler, "Three Lags in Flow of Income," in Income, Employment and Public 
Policy, 1948 
P.A.Samuelson, "Fiscal Policy and Income Determination," OJ E, LVI (1941-42), pp. 575-605. 
J. R. Hicks, A Contribution to the Theory of the Trade Cycle, 1950, pp. 34-35, p. 55 n. 
As Professor Hicks said, it would be rash to conclude that the income lag is generally negligi-
ble. Though it may look smaIl, the order of magnitude should be compared with those of 
other magnitudes of coefficients which may also be small. 
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thing to be noted is that when (p-p,,) is negative, this term takes care of 
the so-called Pigou Effect to some extent, because it is the rise in the demand 
for consumers' goods due to the fall of the price-level. 
4. Marginal Cost and Production 
The Investment Function and the Production schedule are both deter-
mined by entrepreneurial behavior. Take a representative entrepreneur. He 
has to make two decisions: the Short-Run Planning and the Long-Run 
Planning, In the former he takes capital stock (K) as given and plans how 
much output to produce and accordingly employs productive factors, and 
in the latter he makes his Investment Plan. As the ordinary theory of firms 
of Marshallian type shows, the profit maximizing behavior of entrepreneurs 
in the short-run under pure competition determines the level of output so 
as to equate the price of output to the marginal cost corresponding to that 
level of output. 
Let us assume that the short-run 
marginal cost curve (SMC) is as is 
shown in Figure 1. This SMC, is 
drawn for the fixed capital stock (K,) 
and the fixed wage rate (w,), and for 
p 
the given technology. From A to B, I'J. .----.-------- .• -.----
SMC rises very slowly but from B, to 
C, very sharply, and after C, output (y) 
cannot increase. Then, if the price-level Pb L-_------------------:: BJ. 
• is given, for example, at p" output will . 
Yb 
be planned to be at y l' B is the point 
where the existing capital (K,) becomes Fig. 1 
:~ 
Yo y 
much less "adaptable" to increasing quantities of variable productive 
services.!) Let us assume that if p is given above p" then the representative 
entrepreneur desires to increase capital: that is, starts planning to invest.') 
This critical point, B, of adaptability naturally shifts to the right if K 
increases. (See Fig. 2) We assume that equal successive increases in K in-
1) cf. G. Stigler, "Production and Distribution in the Short-Run," JPE, Vol. 47, June 1939, 
pp. 305-327; reprinted in Readings in The Theory of Income Distribution, AEA, 1946. 
2) Whether we should define the so-called "full capacity" point by B, or C, or some other 
point is a matter of convenience. Since, however, the purpose of defining the "full capacity" 
point in trade cycle theories is to consider it as the point where Investment starts, the as-
sumption in the text suggests that B serves for the purpose better. However. in the case 
of an individual firm whose capital is "indivisible", the full cap~city point can more pro-
perly be defined by the amount of output of which the total, cost with a given amount of 
capital is exceeded by the total cost of the output producible with that capital plus an ad-





valve equal successive dis-
placements of those steeper 
segments to the rignt. The 
above two assumptions give 
____________ 1':----------- 2---------
.......... ~.L 
--------- us the Long-run Marginal 
Cost Curve as an extension 
of the portion of SMC, with 
a gentle slope. 
Fig. 2" 
C is the point where 
the existing capital becomes 
absolutely" non-adaptable" 
to any increase of variable 
productive services. We 
shall call B's the "full 
capacity" points and C's the "maximum capacity" points. Disregarding 
productive factors other than Labor, Capital, and Natural Resources-the 
productive factors which cannot be produced in the economic system in 
question; that is, what Classical economists called "Land," suppose that 
natural resources are abundant and almost perfectly adaptable, and that the 
full capacity points and the maximum capacity points are given by the 
definite ratios of Labor and Capital. If, moreover, the production function 
is homogeneous of the first degree, then the slopes of LMC and the line 
connecting C's are the same; otherwise, they will not be the same. Thus, 
it is clear that in some circumstances out-
put y may not be able to reach the maxi- P 
mum capacity level Yo or that the SMC, ("2) ,/ 
may start rising before the full capacity . 
/("l).---point. .' ..-
First of all, if the wage rate rises, the (' /(~o) 
, .' 
SMC will increase. Let US assume that ' .' k' 
the wage effect on the SMC is linearly to ____ ---------i 
SHill 
shift it to the left. (See Fig. 3.) Thus, ---::------------~ 
given the price-level, the wage rate, capi- ! 
L 
__________ ~_________ y 
tal available for operation, and technology, 
output y will be linearly dependent on p, Fig. 3 
The full capacity point being defined this way, we know that it falls somewhere between 
y" and y(!. We are assuming that this full capacity output is close enough to Yfl so that it 
can almost coincide with YI,. cf. A. D. Knox, '< The Acceleration Principle and the Theory 
of Investment: A Survey," Economica, Aug. 1952, pp. 269-297. S. C. Tsiang, " Accelerator, 
Theory of the Firm, and the Business Cycle," QJ E, Aug. 1951, pp. 325-341. H. B. 
Chenery, "Overcapacity and the Acceleration Principle," Econometrica,jan. 1952. pp. 1-28. 
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w, K. The equilibrium conditions to determine the level of planned output 
are given by the following equations: 
(3.1) y=a,p-/3w if p is less than P,,'S; 
(3.2) y=a2P-/3W+rk if p is between P,,'S and A's; 
(3.3) Y=rk if P is greater than A'S, 
where ", and a, are the reciprocals of the slopes of AB and BC; /3 the 
wage effect on Y; r the effect of the increase of capital on BO's; and they 
are POSItIve constants. Clearly, at> "" and as capital in operation changes, 
the limiting points between (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) change. (See Fig. 4.)1) 
Secondly, before output .-
reaches y,,, the supply func· YCl •.....••....•......•••...•••••..•• ~.~' "..-----S""M;;;O-! 2 -" tion of Labor may become , 
horizontal and bends back. Y!; ••••..•.•• , 
, 
, 
Then the employment of : 
, 
labor cannot be increased : 
, 
beyond that point-the : ! 
, 
"Maximum Employment" Y02 •••••••• ·r···············,·"'··>'1,,,.------s!'1O! 
point, (y.,). This maximum y. 
2 
employment point Yn may 
Ybl 
come before or after y" but 







y" in an economic system. Fig. 4 
p 
Needless to say, if the labor force is increasing due to the population growth, 
the maximum employment point will also be increasing. The accumulation 
of capital will probably have very little to do with this pointY 
Thirdly, Natural Resources (or Land) may become much less adaptable 
before y reaches y", y" or Yn, although it is most unlikely that the point 
of " non·adaptability" of Land comes before anyone of them. Let us call 
this point the" Resource Limit" and denote it by Yr. Then after Yr, the 
Law of Diminishing Returns works very strongly, so that the marginal cost 
will start rising. The effect would be to make au a" and T smaller after 
this point. This Resource Limit would not be influenced by the increase 
of labor force but will probably be enhanced by the accumulation of capital. 
In what order these ceiling points appear depends on the conditions of the 
economic system in question and the lapse of time. Figure 5 shows one of 
the possible situations where population is increasing exponentially but capital 
I) It should be noted that if technical improvements should lower the marginal cost, the 
effect would be to increase a, ~, and r proportionately. 
2) The accumulation of capital will probably shift the supply function of labor to the left 
so that the maximum employment point is more likely to decline. 
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is constant. The dotted line indicates the fluctuations m the ceilings due 
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L' 
PP' is the exponential growth of popu-
lation and so of the labor force. KKr' 
is the full capacity point; KKn/ the 
maximum capacity point; LL' the maxi-
mum employment point; and RR' the Re-
SOlirce Limit. The dotted curve CC! is 
a sinusoidal curve of capital in opera-
tion through time. Figure 6 is the 
picture of the same economic system 
except that here capital in operation is 
increasing at the same rate as the labor 
force. It should particulary be noticed 
that the effect of capital accumulation 
on RR' is positive but damping, which 
would seem to be the case with no 
technological improvements '1, 
p L---,p, 
Before closing this section, there is 
only one thing to mention in connection 
with the production plan in the short-
run. That is the time lags between the 
price-level given in the market and the 
production actually carried out at time 
t. Given p, w, and K, entrepreneurs 
t would expect in the short-run that they 
Fig. 6 will be all the same in the very near 
future-the Short Term Expectation 2J -and accordingly plans how much 
to produce. This lag may be called the "Production Planning Period." 
There will, however, be a lapse of some time again until this planned output 
1) It is of course an idealization necessary for the theoretical analysis that we have defined 
the ceilings as though Capital and Natural Resources consist of one homogeneous good. 
As Professor Robertson's excellent classic, A Study of Industrial Fluctuation, 1915 and Profes-
sor Hicks' Trade Cycle, Ope cit., remind us, the bottle-necks of various productive factors 
come one after another. These are the things which we have to remember when we come 
to an historical study of economic fluctuations but we may put aside for the following 
analysis. 
2) J. M. Keynes, General Theory, pp. 46-48; 50-51; 148. Keynes says: the "short~term ex-
pectation is concerned with the price which a manufacturer can expect to get for his finished 
output at the time when he commits himself to starting the process which will produce it." 
(p. 46) "It is sensible for producers to base the assumption that the most recently realized 
results will continue." 
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IS actually produced. Borrowing a term of Professor Metzler, let us call 
this lag the "Output lag". If we denote the sum of these two lags by u, 
this u is longer and more significant than the "Income Period". It would 
probably be safe to assume that u is, say, 0.3 - 0.5.1l Thus, under the as-
sumption of static expectations in the short-run, (3.1,2,3) should be written 
as: 
(4.1) Y = alP" - (3w" 
(4.2) y= 'L.,p,.-(3w" + rKo 
(4.3) Y=rKo, 
where Ku denotes Fixed Capital in operation and Y is output actually pro-
duced at time t, and subscripts u indicates that those letters with them are 
the variables at time t-u. 
5. Investment and Expectation 
Now we come to the Long-Run Planning; that is, Investment Decisions. 
Suppose that the existing capital is KI and the price is given at p,. (See 
Fig. 4.) Then, the output that our representative entrepreneur plans to 
produce in the short-run will be y;, but in the long-run he will plan to 
produce yi by increasing his Fixed Capital from K, to K2 • This desired 
amount of capital K, can be calculated by (3.1,2): y:;=a I P,-(3w=a,P2-(3w 
+rK2: hence, K2=p(al-a2)/r. Thus, the desired amount of capital (K*) is 
given by 
(5.0) K*=a*p, where a*=(a,-a,)/r. 
This desired capital (K*) must clearly be distinguished from capital in 
existence (K,) and capital in operation (K,). K* will not be realized until 
the gestation period elapses. In other words, in order to complete their 
desired capital entrepreneurs must keep on investing under the Investment 
Plan for 8 years. We assume that they invest at a constant time rate. 
Then, investment at time t is: 
(6.0) 1 I=e(a*p-K,). 
If, however, investment is planned to be completed only after the gest-
ation period,') the price relevant to such decisions must be expected pnce 
1) L. A. Metzler, 01'. cit. 
~2) cf. J. R. Hicks, Value and Capital, pp. 124-26. 
Since K, When it is completed, will be used for many years, the relevant expected price is 
not only the price at time t to t+O but also the prices thereafter. Only for simplicity, we 
are taking as the representative price some sort of the average price of them and consider-
ing as though it were the price-level at time t+e. Needless to say, this is a radical simpli. 
fication. Since, however, allowances for risk-elements increase as time passes, this simplifi-
cation will not damage our analysis very much. cr. M. Kalecki, Essa)'s in the Theory of 
Economic Fluctuations, 1939, pp. 95---406, on the principles of increasing risk. 
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prevailing after the gestation period. More precisely, it is the discounted 
price-level of the price expected to be most p.robably prevailing after (j years. 
Furthermore, it is more proper to take as the representative price the most 
probable price ± an allowance for the uncertainty of the expectation; that 
is to say, an allowance of risk. 
Let fJ * stand for the long-term expected (representative) price-level and 
r for the long-term expected rate of interest, and the price-level (p) in Eqs. 
(5.0) and (6.0) had to be e-iOp*. We assume that this p* is given by p* 
=p. + p/, where a subscript v indicates that p and p' are those at time t-v, 
and e may be regarded as the elasticity of expectation. Here v is a lag 
due to the" Investment Planning Period." Since there is no time lag in-
volved to produce anything, this v will probably be much shorter than u. 
Thus, v may safely be assumed, say, around 0.15-0.25. Since ,,= (fJ* -P.)P/ 
expresses an elasticity of expectation over (j years. If e is 0, P*=P.. This 
means that the long-term expectation as well as the short-term expectation 
is static. We might call it the" Robertsonian assumption on expectation.''') 
If s is equal to 8, it may be interpreted as the expectation which corresponds 
to the case of the elasticity of expectation being one in the ordinary theory 
of firm. (Similarly for the case where 8'58.) Because of what Kalecki called 
the Principles of Increasing Risk, e is likely to be greater than 0 but less 
than 8. At the present stage of our discussion, we assume that the banking 
system is perfectly" passive" so that the current rate of interest is constant 
and the long-term expected rate is the same as the current rate. Thus, by 
setting p=e-", we have 
(5.1) K*=pa*(p.+"P'.) 
1 (6.1) 1= O(K*-K,). 
'What if K* is less than K,? Clearly, there is no reason to make I. 1(, 
will naturally be left to depreciate itself. This is the irreversibility of In-
vestment which we have to take into consideration. Let US assume that 
whether the life-time of any kind of capital goods is long or short, the 
percentage of its existing amount must be depreciating. Then, if K* <;:: 1(, , 
(6.2) 1,,= -dK,-Ot, 
where 1" shows that Investment here is merely due to depreciation (dis-
investment), and that it is the Investment function working in the Down-
swing. Notice, however, this depreciation investment does .I!0t appear in 
the market so that when we are analyzing the time-shape of the price-level, 
we have to drop the investment function entirely. If K exceeds K" our 
1) R. Turvey, "Period Analysis and Inflation," EconomicaJ Aug. 1949, pp. 224 
/ 
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gross investment may be understood as including replacement investment. 
Needless to say, investment in the above equations is meant to be in-
vestment ex-ante, not investment ex-post. If there were no capital goods 
available other than those of current production, the difference between the 
planned investment-that is, I in our notation-and the available capital 
goods at time t (y-C-Ae") would not be realized. Then, it is clear that in 
the up-swing the planned investment exceeds the realized investment, and 
that the converse is true in the down-swing. If the realized investment is 
understood as 'saving' in the sense that consumers are willing to leave that 
much to the future satisfaction, whatever it means, then the above state-
ments can be worded in terms of Saving and Investment. Clearly this is 
not the situation that will actually happen. The current excess-demand will 
be met at least partially by the liquidation of stocks. If the entire excess-
demand is met by the decreased stocks of capital goods, then the price rise 
may not occur. It is more likely, however, that the excess-demand will be 
met partly by the disposed stocks and partly by the raised price-level. We 
keep, however, our analysis of investment or disinvestment in Liquid Capital 
until we come to the analysis of the inventory cycle, and simply assume that 
the price-level rises whenever there is excess demand in the market. 
If investment is being made successfully, the existing capital is increas-
ing to the extent that it is realized. But because of our formulation of in-
vestment function and assumptions, we have to be careful in using the 
investment function. That is to say, though 1(, is increasing during the 
gestation period, we have to consider K, in Eq. (6.1) as though it were con-
stant. This implies that the replacement part of investment is immediately 
becoming effective but the rest of investment is kept on being made. After 
the gestation period is over, the investment planned before 0 years becomes 
available for operation. Hence, our Investment function should be written 
then as 
(6.3) I a(pv+epv-P,-cp,') , (a=pa,*/O)'l 
where p, stands for the price-level at time t-O-v.') 
6. Determination and Change in the Rate if Wages 
Throughout the process of economic fluctuations, the rate of wages of 
I) It should be noted that if there is no gestation period nor the investment planning lag 
and e is zero; that is, long-term expectations are static, we get 1= all. This is nothing but 
the familiar Acceleration Principle under the conditions of pure competition. 
2) There is another way of looking at the price change. That is, assuming that the excess 
demand for capital goods is met by stocks, 'we may consider the price variation as being 
caused by the accumulation or the decuIDulation of stocks. Then, 1/ p. may be interpreted 
as the speed of the prjce adjustment on the part of the sellers. But we do not adopt this 
interpretation. See the following section. 
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course changes. According to the familiar Keynesian assumption, the wage 
rate is fixed if the employment of labor is below the full employment. But 
even if the employment is less than full employment, the wage rate will rise 
if the rising price-level brings the real wage-rate below the "minimum real 
wage" (v,) which workers would insist on maintaining. We assume that if 
the real wage rate falls down to this level, then the supply side of the labor 
market determines the wage rate so as to keep the real wage equal to the 
"minimum real wage" but after the "wage-lag," say, w periods. Thus, in 
this situation we have 
(7.1) W= VIP,. , 
where P,. is the price-level at time t-w. 
Secondly, if the employment of labor reaches the full employment level 
in the Keynesian sense, workers will demand higher and higher real wages 
to supply more labor~ We assume that after the bargaining between em-
ployers and employees, workers succeed in keeping up the real wages. Then 
we may write 
(7.2) w=v,P,., 
where V2 is the demanded real wage rate so that it is an increasing function 
of the price-level. 
Thirdly, if the real wage reaches a certain level, say v" then workers 
would not supply any more labor but rather decrease the supply of labor. 
Let us assume, however, that after this point they still insist upon having 
the same real wage (v,). Then for this stage we can write 
(7.3) w=v,P, •. 
In these three equations v, > V2 > V, • 
7. A Typical Cycle and Its Three Regimes 
Having set forth all the necessary building blocks, we are now ready 
to embark upon our analysis of economic fluctuations. It would be of some 
help for the understanding of the theory to follow that we describe in ad-
vance a typical case in the form of a continuous narrative of successive 
phases of the 'typical industrial cycle.' It would be obvious that depend-
ing upon the data of an economic system, the pattern of economic fluctu-
atIOns might be quite different. For the expositary purposes we take up 
first a simple but important type of cycle and later some other varieties in 
de~. _ 
It is more convenient in our model to start with the down-swing. 
Once the price-level starts going down, the desired amount of capital becomes 
far below existing capital so that the demand for capital goods disappears. 
Excepting investment in working capital and liquid capital, which we. ignore 
at this stage of our discussion, demand is only consumption. Something 
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like the simple multiplier is at work, so that the falling price-level converges 
to a certain level. The down-swing has a bottom. Due to the autonomous 
consulnption, the price-level keeps on going up. Then there will sooner or 
later come the time when the desired amount of capital exceeds the existing 
capital. (See Fig. 7.) For the existing capital is steadily decreasing at the 
rat~ of depreciation; whereas the 
desired amount of capital is rapid-
ly rising once the price-level starts 
going up. Then investment begins. 
This first phase of a cycle we call 
Regime I. If investm;:>nt starts, 
demand suddenly increases. But 
current production does not in-
crease immediately, because there 
is the output lag. The price rises 
and will keep on rising because 
of the investment which demands 
more and more capital goods. As 
fJ is going up, output is also rising 
but with some time lag. At the 
beginning of this phase of a cycle, 
the rise of current production may 
be very sharp. But very likely be-
fore the gestation period is over, 
the full capacity level of output 
will be reached. For though exist-
ing capital is increasing at the rate 
of realized· investment, it is not· 
yet completed so that it is not 
available yet for operation. After 
the full capacity point, current 
log p 
log y 





production does not increase as rapidly as before. But the price-level rises 
more and more sharply. The mere efflux of time will, however, bring the 
gestation period to its close. Regime II is over, and Regime III has come. 
Then the fixed capital having been constructed suddenly becomes available 
for production; capital in operation increases; production jumps up. Thus 
it is natural to expect that the rising price-level will taper off, and that 
most likely it begins falling. After a while, production itself falls down. 
Everything is now in the downswing. Regime III is over; we are back 
in Regime I. (to be continued) 
